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Sex frequently takes place without emotional intimacy, casual hook ups, one night stands, paid for sex, all
examples where emotional intimacy is completely void. Emotional intimacy brings a whole new dimension to sex,
it takes it to a level where sexual desire and a need to be totally immersed mentally, spiritually, emotionally and
physically fuses into one, resulting in additional heights of ecstasy. IF you've ever experienced making love with
someone you're in-love with, and they you, you will know EXACTLY what I mean. It puts sex on a whole different
level. Emotional intimacy produces a psychological trigger that occurs when the feelings between two people are
exposed to each other, their willingness to be vulnerable, to share experiences of life, friends, family, hopes,
dreams, fears and aspirations which eventually blossom into a mutual sharing and exchange of each other's
innermost thoughts and feelings.

It is unbridled disclosure that makes emotional intimacy the pinnacle in which to achieve, so both partners 
experience the BEST SEX ever. It is also VITAL if a relationship is to grow, evolve and provide foundations to 
build upon. Without emotional intimacy, regardless how good sex may be, the relationship will die, sex never 
sustains two people beyond sex..

If you seek a LOVING relationship...Build a connection FIRST!

1.A lacking of emotional intimacy in relationships is very common, and as a result its absence causes strain, lack of 
communication, lack of care towards the other person - if you feel how can this be, just take a look at men and 
women who have one night stands, even IF they are not aware it's a one night stand at the time, where the other 
person vanishes, or acts afterwards as though you were a commodity. No closeness, cuddling, long eye to eye 
contact, soft kisses, holding hands, but an awkward silence..and a " I'll give you a call" as they disappear out the 
door.

2.If a relationship has not had time develop emotional intimacy before committing to sex, the chances of the 
connection going beyond the lust stage are remote, as it prevents it from growing, and when a relationship has 
nowhere to go, it then stagnates, withers and finally dies.

3.Of course in this quick gratification society, people seem to want instant everything, including sex, which is fine 
if that is your goal - But if you've past the stage where the more casual approach to sex has failed to live up to your 
expectations, then it may be time to re-evaluate. Sex alone does not produce the Oscar winning epic love stories of 
the silver screen..



4.Lust, instant physical attraction is a good example of sexual intimacy without emotional intimacy, as once the 
desire for the physical dies, which is inevitable without a deeper emotional bond, so each partner moves on. And 
this is happening more and more in modern society, and often it is females who regret having sex too soon. A 
female usually needs to build a real connection with a guy first..

5.Sex does not bring about emotional intimacy, or interest to build a loving relationship, if this was the case, one 
night stands, or dates where sex takes place after one or two dates, everyone would bond and and go on to build a 
relationship.

6.Emotional intimacy is needed if we are to feel at ease within a relationship, when we need support in times of 
stress, many situations in life cause us to need our partner, and without emotional intimacy it is then we realize just 
how empty a relationship can be. A lot of people desire a loving, committed relationship, but when it comes to 
'emotional exchanges, opening up, find themselves holding back, or even backing off completely.

Be Selective

IF you are really seeking a mutually committed relationship emotional disclosure is a pre-requisite for any healthy
loving, growing relationship, but not all men and women are emotionally healthy or ready for a committed
relationship, even if they think they are. Those not long divorced, widowed, or those who may have been in
abusive relationships, either physically or emotionally, or had partners that cheated may not be at the right stage
emotionally to build a loving relationship. This is why time is needed to evaluate any emotional roadblocks that
may appear before you jump into building a relationship.

Emotionally unhealthy men and women tend to have sex much quicker than people who are in a more emotionally
healthy place. Emotionally unhealthy people tend to settle for less, they may have a low opinion of their
relationship worth, which is very evident in people from abusive relationships; they often nurture people when not
being nurtured themselves, or become the savior of the other person believing they can change them. Emotionally
immature men and women find it hard to appreciate let alone reciprocate emotional displays, loving feelings,
vulnerability whilst there are many psychological reasons for being drawn to casual encounters where sexual
intimacy takes place without emotional intimacy, there is no doubt that the tactics of manipulation can be a
powerful source if the other person is more emotionally involved.



To summarize the journey to emotional intimacy

Emotional honesty and emotional intelligence is the the gift of being human, it's what separates us from machines 
(emotionally naked and unashamed). It's not only the best quality that someone can offer to a relationship, it's the 
VITAL ingredient that is necessary for deep and meaningful intimacy. Like everything in life, there is risk for 
potential hurt but the reward so much outweighs the risk.

The differences between men and women after SEX

Research has proven bonding between men and women before and after SEX, kissing, holding hands, caressing,
touching, hugging, is that oxytocin INCREASES MORE in women after sex, whilst significantly DECREASES in
men after sex.

A GOOD measure of whether you are having sex too soon is how your partner reacts to you after sex. Are they
warm, loving, sharing lots of cuddles, expressing how wonderful you are, being verbally open with their feelings,
making you feel the most wanted and loved person in the world, if you can answer YES, then you have the
foundations of a loving relationship blossoming, but if silences or just a polite exchange between you takes place,
then this is SEX too soon, as clearly there is no emotional exchanges and you cannot build a relationship without
loving exchanges.

FACT, couples who wait to have SEX, provides more time for them to figure out how trustworthy, good natured,
kind, truthful, caring the person may be. This has NOTHING to do with, will they be around in ten years time, this
is about selecting potential mates on MORE than the physical. If you don't, you are making key decisions without
knowing how they are with family, friends, the vulnerable, do they act superior, arrogant, do they lack empathy and
compassion towards animals, children, the elderly, hold the same core values in the same priority as YOU " these
things are unlikely to be apparent in the early days, as everyone who meets the first few times puts their best self
forward, so before the powerful physical act of sex blows the mental circuits of practical decision-making abilities,
take the time to find out all YOU need to before sharing yourself with someone who you do not how they will treat
you afterwards.


